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Hippocratic Writings
A Dream So Big is the story of Steve Peifer, a corporate manager
who once oversaw 9,000 computer software consultants, who today
helps provide daily lunches for over 20,000 Kenyan school children
in thirty-five national public schools, and maintains solar-powered
computer labs at twenty rural African schools. Steve and his wife,
Nancy, were enjoying a successful management career with one of
America’s high tech corporate giants during the dot-com boom of
the 1990’s when, in 1997, he and his wife Nancy discovered they
were pregnant with their third child. Tragically, doctors said a
chromosomal condition left their baby “incompatible with life.”
The Peifers only spent 8 days with baby Stephen before he died.
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Seeking to flee the pain, Steve and Nancy began a pilgrimage that
thrust them into a third-world setting where daily life was often
defined by tragedy—drought, disease, poverty, hunger, and death.
They didn’t arrive in the service of any divine calling, but the truth
of their surroundings spoke to their troubled hearts. A short-term,
12-month mission assignment as dorm parents for a Kenyan
boarding school turned this ordinary man into the most unlikely
internationally recognized hero, and his story will inspire you to
pursue similar lives of service.

The Big Picture
In his grade school days, Ben Carson would hardly have been voted
“most likely to become a famous surgeon.” His classmates had
already given him another label: class dummy. Then a light clicked
on for Ben—and a consuming passion for learning that catapulted
him from “zero” test grades to a Yale scholarship, a pioneering role
in modern medicine, and an influence that has extended from innercity schools to corporate boardrooms and Washington corridors of
power.What made the difference? Belief in his own potential, a
commitment to education and making the most of his opportunities
to learn, determination to make the world a better place, and faith in
a God who knows no limits. Seeing the Big Picture.In The Big
Picture, Ben Carson reveals the spiritual and philosophical
foundations that undergird not just his dramatic career, but his
approach to all of life. As in his best-selling Gifted Hands Dr.
Carson shares colorful behind-the-scenes anecdotes. As in Think
Big, he describes his practical principles for success. But The Big
Picture is more than an autobiography or a personal-effectiveness
manual. Rather, it’s a multifaceted look at the faith and vision that
can see us all through hardship and failure, and stir us to bold
exploits on behalf of something greater than ourselves.Dr. Carson
begins by describing how he cultivated a Big-Picture perspective in
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his own life. Then he discusses ways to which all of us can
approach parenting, family, business and friendships with the Big
Picture in mind. Finally he looks at some pressing social issues—in
particular, racial diversity, health care, and education—and considers
how we ought to view them and what we should do about them in
light of the Big Picture.Drawing on a vast array of experiences in
roles ranging from trailblazing surgeon to public speaker, to
husband and family man, Ben Carson shows how we can turn the
course of our lives, out communities, our country, and our world by
keeping the Big Picture always in mind.

The Hand on My Scalpel
An intriguingly fresh glimpse of Jesus from the unique perspective
of a contemporary doctor examining and learning from the Great
Physician.

Monique and the Mango Rains
Disciplined Life, Determined Athlete, Devoted Christian Kids will
be inspired by the compelling story of David “The Admiral”
Robinson, who went from the Navy to the NBA, becoming MVP
center for the San Antonio Spurs. When David Robinson became
MVP center for the San Antonio Spurs, he seemed to have it
all—fame, success, wealth, and a wonderful family—but he didn’t
feel complete until he found his faith. This is the true story of one
man’s disciplined life, how he excelled in academics and sports,
and who isn’t afraid to share his utter devotion to God.

Medical Humanitarianism
He already owned and managed two ranches and needed a third
about as much as he needed a permanent migraine: that’s what
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Alan Day said every time his friend pestered him about an old ranch
in South Dakota. But in short order, he proudly owned 35,000
pristine grassy acres. The opportunity then dropped into his lap to
establish a sanctuary for unadoptable wild horses previously
warehoused by the Bureau of Land Management. After Day
successfully lobbied Congress, those acres became Mustang
Meadows Ranch, the first government-sponsored wild horse
sanctuary established in the United States. The Horse Lover is
Day’s personal history of the sanctuary’s vast enterprise, with its
surprises and pleasures and its plentiful dangers, frustrations, and
heartbreak. Day’s deep connection with the animals in his care is
clear from the outset, as is his maverick philosophy of horsewhispering, with which he trained fifteen hundred wild horses. The
Horse Lover weaves together Day’s recollections of his cowboying
adventures astride some of his best horses, all of which taught him
indispensable lessons about loyalty, perseverance, and hope. This
heartfelt memoir reveals the Herculean task of balancing the
requirements of the government with the needs of wild horses.

Gifted Hands, Kids Edition: The Ben Carson Story
Medical humanitarianism - medical and other health-related
initiatives undertaken in conditions born of conflict, neglect, or
disaster - has a prominent and growing presence in international
development, global health, and human security interventions. This
book features twelve essays that fold back the curtains on the
individual experiences, institutional practices, and cultural forces
that shape humanitarian practice.

The Good Nurse
Ben Carson used to be the class dummy. Today he is one of the
world’s most brilliant surgeons.Gifted Hands Kids Edition tells the
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extraordinary true story of an angry, young boy from the inner city
who, through faith and determination, grew up to become one of the
world’s leading pediatric neurosurgeons. When Ben was in school,
his peers called him the class dummy. But his mother encouraged
him to succeed, and Ben discovered a deep love of learning. Ben
found that anything is possible with trust and determination.

Gifted Hands
"If prayer is so important, why is it so difficult?" Starting from this
universal question, Neil T. Anderson, bestselling author of The
Bondage Breaker, explores how readers can intimately connect with
their loving heavenly Father, looking at the confidence believers
can have in taking their struggles before God—and in interceding for
others their release from bondage and the freedom they gain to walk
in the Spirit the gracious way God leads them to love Him, not His
blessings Liberating Prayer emphasizes the life-changing truth that
prayer is relationship, not ritual—and that as already-accepted
children, believers are free to be honest with their Father.
End–of–chapter questions are ideal for group study and help readers
immediately apply what they've learned in their own prayer lives.
Based on material previously released in Praying by the Power of
the Spirit.

Emergency Doctor
Christian Library of Lancaster Collection.

Operation Christmas Child
A Pulitzer Prize-winning doctor, reporter and author of War
Hospital reconstructs five days at Memorial Medical Center after
Hurricane Katrina destroyed its generators to reveal how caregivers
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were forced to make life-and-death decisions without essential
resources. Reprint. A best-selling book. On the NYT list of 10 Best
Books of 2013.

A Time to Heal
The first time Doris, an orthodox Buddhist, heard about Jesus, she
whispered to Grace, "Don't tell anyone that Jesus died for us. This
will be our secret!" Leah, an idol-worshipper, longed to become a
Christian, but she was afraid. "If I believe in Jesus, the gods I
worship are going to retaliate. They'll hurt me really bad. Is Jesus
powerful enough to protect me from them?" In the kick-off meeting
of a discussion group Grace was leading for atheist university
students, Carol burst out laughing. "Grace, you can't be serious!
You actually believe God exists?" These are some of Grace's
Chinese friends you will meet in Dragon Ride. What eventually
attracted them to Jesus? How did Grace effectively share the gospel
with atheists and people of different faiths? You will also come to
know some of the heroes of the faith: Twenty-year-old Peter, when
threatened with incarceration in a mental institution for his faith,
refused to let Grace fight for his release. "If leaving me in the
mental institution will further the gospel, then leave me there!" And
19-year-old Hope-the police were interrogating her every few days,
pressuring her to disclose Grace and Justin's ministry to university
students. With tears in her eyes, Hope told them, "I'll never betray
you two, no matter what they do to me!" These 48 true stories will
enter you into an exotic world of cross-cultural adventure, danger,
and humor. Grace's stories are raw, personal, and edgy, and she
openly shares about her own spiritual struggles and growth as well
as the moral dilemmas she faced. Dragon Ride will challenge you to
reflect on your own life, enrich your walk with the Lord, and
embolden your witness to people who seem unreachable, while
deepening your understanding of modern-day missions.
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Dragon Ride
In a remote corner of West Africa, Monique Dembele saved lives
and dispensed hope every day in a place where childbirth is a lifeand-death matter. Monique and the Mango Rains is the compelling
story of the authors decade-long friendship with Monique, an
extraordinary midwife in rural Mali. It is a tale of Moniques
unquenchable passion to better the lives of women and children in
the face of poverty, unhappy marriages, and endless backbreaking
work, as well as her tragic and ironic death. In the course of this
deeply personal narrative, as readers immerse in village life and
learn firsthand the rhythms of Moniques world, they come to know
her as a friend, as a mother, and as an inspired woman who
struggled to find her place in a male-dominated world.

Power of a Promise Kept
The true story of one doctor's fascinating journey, a patient's
courageous struggle, and the faith they both shared. Sometimes
without warning, a person walks into your world and changes
everything - your career, your future, your life. For Dr. Melvin
Cheatham, that person was Stanley Cheborge. And Come Walk
With Me is the story of their rare and moving friendship. This
triumphant account of how incurable suffering united two very
different people shows how a patient taught his doctor some of life's
most deep and powerful lessons. The road that Dr. Cheatham and
Stanley walked covers dissapointment, hope, sorrow, and faith.
Come, step along the path and you will see how far a friendship can
lead.

Miracle at Tenwek
Eight proven principles to help you overcome your self-doubt,
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conquer your fear of the future, reverse negative thoughts about
yourself, and hurdle any other obstacles standing between you and
your dreams. But instead of letting his circumstances control him,
Dr. Carson took control of his attitude and actions, leading to his
discovery of eight straightforward but revolutionary principles that
helped shape his future. In You Have a Brain, Dr. Carson unpacks
the eight important parts of T.H.I.N.K. B.I.G.—Talent, Honesty,
Insight, Being Nice, Knowledge, Books, In-Depth Learning, and
God—and presents the stories of people who demonstrated those
things in his life. Through the advice and real-world examples laid
out in these pages, you will learn how to incorporate these
T.H.I.N.K. B.I.G. principles into your own life so that you, like Dr.
Carson, can embrace an amazing future filled with incredible
success. You Have a Brain: Includes discussion questions at the
back of the book Unpacks the eight essential parts of Thinking Big:
Talent, Honesty, Insight, Strong People Skills, Knowledge, Books,
In-Depth Learning, and God Is written by Dr. Ben Carson, a worldrenowned neurosurgeon, former presidential candidate, and current
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Teaches
great life lessons for young men and women Is the perfect gift for
high school and college graduations, birthdays, and confirmations,
and a great addition to YA book clubs and YA study groups

The Medicinal Chef
Hundreds of people slam through its doors every day: gun-shot
cops, battered kids, drug addicts, and suicides, destitute drunks,
homeless people, AIDS sufferers, and accident victims. It's a bizarre
parade of humanity looking for help -- in the one place they know
they can find it. Welcome to the frontline trenches of medicine: the
emergency room of the legendary Bellevue Hospital. Here, an army
of doctors and nurses faces the onslaught of young and old, rich and
ragged, sick and dying. All day, all night. All year. This is their
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story -- an around-the-clock drama of the unexpected: a crane
falling on a hapless pedestrian; a crazed executive wearing twothirds of a three-piece suit; a pretty paralegal aide struggling with an
on-the-job cocaine overdose; a trauma victim of an East River
helicopter crash clinging to life. It's terrifying, tragic, triumphant
and true.

The Insanity of God
An in-depth guide for Christians seeking to understand and evaluate
the medical and spiritual implications of alternative practices,
herbal therapies, and self-treatments available today.

Come Walk With Me
Collection of articles about the history of missions from an AfricanAmerican perspective.

Tom Landry
The former coach of the Dallas Cowboys offers a personal look at
his philosophy and faith, his management strategies, and his
leadership standards, as well as a glimpse of the sports personalities
he knows

Think Big
In 1987, Dr. Benjamin Carson gained worldwide recognition for his
part in the first successful separation of Siamese twins joined at the
back of the head. The extremely complex and delicate operation,
five months in the planning and twenty-two hours in the execution,
involved a surgical plan that Carson helped initiate. Carson
pioneered again in a rare procedure known as hemispherectomy,
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giving children without hope a second chance at life through a
daring operation in which he literally removed one half of their
brain. But such breakthroughs aren’t unusual for Ben Carson. He’s
been beating the odds since he was a child. Raised in inner-city
Detroit by a mother with a third grade education, Ben lacked
motivation. He had terrible grades. And a pathological temper
threatened to put him in jail. But Sonya Carson convinced her son
that he could make something of his life, even though everything
around him said otherwise. Trust in God, a relentless belief in his
own capabilities, and sheer determination catapulted Ben from
failing grades to the top of his class --- and beyond to a Yale
scholarship . . . the University of Michigan Medical School . . . and
finally, at age 33, the directorship of pediatric neurosurgery at Johns
Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, Maryland. Today, Dr. Ben Carson
holds twenty honorary doctorates and is the possessor of a long
string of honors and awards, including the Horatio Alger Award,
induction into the 'Great Blacks in Wax' Museum in Baltimore,
Maryland, and an invitation as Keynote Speaker at the 1997
President’s National Prayer Breakfast. Gifted Hands is the riveting
story of one man’s secret for success, tested against daunting odds
and driven by an incredible mindset that dares to take risks. This
inspiring autobiography takes you into the operating room to
witness surgeries that made headlines around the world --- and into
the private mind of a compassionate, God-fearing physician who
lives to help others. Through it all shines a humility, quick wit, and
down-to-earth style that make this book one you won’t easily
forget.

African-American Experience in World Mission
In Those Who Passed By, veteran missionary Eleanor Turnbull
traces the story of Haiti’s development by what happens along the
Kenscoff Road and those who travel its bumps and curves.
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Throughout her nearly 70 years working in development and rural
medical care, Eleanor met countless men and women who were just
“passing by.” She soon learned that many of them had been “sent”
for a greater purpose. Some came for research, others to find
themselves; a wise few sought to widen their worldview. Each of
them left an indelible mark on Haiti and her people. These are their
stories.

Katrina
This book is for you if your life is a series of shattered dreams. This
book is for you if you have no dreams at all. It's for you if you've
bought the lie that you'll never amount to anything. That's not true.
Your life is BIG--far bigger than you've imagined. Inside these
pages lie the keys to recognizing the full potential of your life. You
won't necessarily become a millionaire (though you might), but you
will attain a life that is rewarding, significant, and more fruitful than
you ever thought possible. The author of this book knows about
hardship. Ben Carson grew up in inner-city Detroit. His mother was
illiterate. His father had left the family. His grade-school classmates
considered Ben stupid. He struggled with a violent temper. In every
respect, Ben's harsh circumstances seemed only to point to a harsher
future and a bad end. But that's not what happened. By applying the
principles in this book, Ben rose from his tough life to one of
amazing accomplishments and international renown. He learned
that he had potential, he learned how to unleash it, and he did. You
can too. Put the principles in this book in motion. Things won't
change overnight, but they will change. You can transform your life
into one you'll love, bigger than you've ever dreamed.

Those Who Passed By
Current Therapy in Vascular and Endovascular Surgery is an ideal
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medical reference book to consult for information in this everchanging field! Thoroughly revised to reflect the most recent
innovations in vascular and endovascular surgery, it features more
than 150 chapters on topics new to this edition, and equips residents
and practitioners alike with the latest procedures and techniques in
this rapidly growing area. Internationally recognized experts present
expanded coverage of a wide array of topics, keeping you abreast of
all of today's developments! Consult this title on your favorite
device, conduct rapid searches, and adjust font sizes for optimal
readability. Quickly locate key information with concise, to-thepoint chapters. Prepare for boards or certification exams through
coverage that spans the entire spectrum of vascular surgery. Explore
brand-new coverage of endovascular procedures and techniques.
Learn from leaders in the field, including internationally recognized
editors and numerous global experts in specialized disciplines.
Access in-depth, detailed coverage of various vascular diseases,
each sub-divided into discrete topics for a more focused approach.
View procedures more clearly than ever before with the help of
more than 800 full-color illustrations throughout.

On Being a Missionary
Compelling story of how modern missionaries still experience
God's power and provision

Liberating Prayer
Dr. Weir offers practical help and spiritual guidance toward peace,
strength, and healing for any patient faced with disturbing medical
news. Rather than quick, easy answers, he equips patients to
weather the storm and emerge stronger, richer, and more whole than
ever before. Includes real stories of patients and personal
experiences of Dr. Weir, with a foreword by Joni Eareckson Tada.
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Jesus, M.D.
It was a simple idea that became the worldwide ministry of
Operation Christmas Child—to minister to children in war-torn and
famine-stricken countries. In just two decades it has inspired
everyday people to provide more than 100 million gift-filled
shoeboxes to needy children in 130 countries. This beautiful book
weaves the moving, God-saturated story of the ministry’s
beginning with the soul-stirring, Christ exalting stories of lives that
have been forever changed by a simple shoebox. Operation
Christmas Child is filled with full-color photos of children whose
smiles help tell what is a thoroughly hopeful story. Samaritan's
Purse President Franklin Graham provides insight as the incredible
stories of life transformation are told. Proceeds from Operation
Christmas Child go to support the ministry it seeks to celebrate and
honor.

Five Days at Memorial
Written for everyone with an interest in mission, this book will lead
you to reconsider your role in the missionary enterprise. On Being a
Missionary is not designed to be a theoretical textbook. It does not
put forward new theses, new approaches to mission, nor does it
attempt to break new ground. In a very readable way the author
presents the ideas, experiences, and insights of over one hundred
missionary writers. - Publisher.

The Admiral
Take an up close and personal look into the lives of some wellknown Christians who are successful leaders in their careers. The
Today's Heroes series features everyday people who overcame great
adversity to become modern-day heroes. Kids ages 8 to 12 will be
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inspired by the compelling stories of courageous individuals who
are making a real difference. all--fame, success, wealth, and a
wonderful family--but something was missing. That something was
Someone--Jesus Christ. In Today's Heroes: David Robinson read
the dramatic story of how an academic whiz became an NBA
superstar.

You Have a Brain
A handbook designed to prepare medical personnel for the
challenges of short-term and long-term medical missions

If My Heart Could Talk
American Book Publishing Record
The definitive history of Katrina: an epic of citymaking, revealing
how engineers and oil executives, politicians and musicians, and
neighbors black and white built New Orleans, then watched it sink
under the weight of their competing ambitions. Hurricane Katrina
made landfall in New Orleans on August 29, 2005, but the decisions
that caused the disaster extend across the twentieth century. After
the city weathered a major hurricane in 1915, its Sewerage and
Water Board believed that developers could safely build housing
away from the high ground near the Mississippi. And so New
Orleans grew in lowlands that relied on significant government
subsidies to stay dry. When the flawed levee system surrounding
the city and its suburbs failed, these were the neighborhoods that
were devastated. The homes that flooded belonged to Louisianans
black and white, rich and poor. Katrina’s flood washed over the
twentieth-century city. The flood line tells one important story
about Katrina, but it is not the only story that matters. Andy
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Horowitz investigates the response to the flood, when policymakers
reapportioned the challenges the water posed, making it easier for
white New Orleanians to return home than it was for African
Americans. And he explores how the profits and liabilities created
by Louisiana’s oil industry have been distributed unevenly among
the state’s citizens for a century, prompting both dreams of
abundance—and a catastrophic land loss crisis that continues today.
Laying bare the relationship between structural inequality and
physical infrastructure—a relationship that has shaped all American
cities—Katrina offers a chilling glimpse of the future disasters we are
already creating.

The Horse Lover
Speaking the Tooth in Love
After his December 2003 arrest, registered nurse Charlie Cullen was
quickly dubbed "The Angel of Death" by the media. But Cullen was
no mercy killer, nor was he a simple monster. He was a favorite
son, husband, beloved father, best friend, and celebrated caregiver.
Implicated in the deaths of as many as 300 patients, he was also
perhaps the most prolific serial killer in American history. Cullen's
murderous career in the world's most trusted profession spanned
sixteen years and nine hospitals across New Jersey and
Pennsylvania. When, in March of 2006, Charles Cullen was
marched from his final sentencing in an Allentown, Pennsylvania,
courthouse into a waiting police van, it seemed certain that the
chilling secrets of his life, career, and capture would disappear with
him. Now, in a riveting piece of investigative journalism nearly ten
years in the making, journalist Charles Graeber presents the whole
story for the first time. Based on hundreds of pages of previously
unseen police records, interviews, wire-tap recordings and
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videotapes, as well as exclusive jailhouse conversations with Cullen
himself and the confidential informant who helped bring him down,
THE GOOD NURSE weaves an urgent, terrifying tale of murder,
friendship, and betrayal. Graeber's portrait of Cullen depicts a
surprisingly intelligent and complicated young man whose
promising career was overwhelmed by his compulsion to kill, and
whose shy demeanor masked a twisted interior life hidden even to
his family and friends. Were it not for the hardboiled, unrelenting
work of two former Newark homicide detectives racing to put
together the pieces of Cullen's professional past, and a fellow nurse
willing to put everything at risk, including her job and the safety of
her children, there's no telling how many more lives could have
been lost. In the tradition of In Cold Blood, THE GOOD NURSE
does more than chronicle Cullen's deadly career and the breathless
efforts to stop him; it paints an incredibly vivid portrait of madness
and offers a penetrating look inside America's medical system.
Harrowing and irresistibly paced, this book will make you look at
medicine, hospitals, and the people who work in them, in an entirely
different way.

Come Walk with Me
This is not just a book about surgery. It is not even just about
surgery in a remote jungle station. It is about God and His
unpredictable working in the life and ministry of a missionary kid
from Cambodia who ends up as a medical doctor at an isolated
hospital in Gabon, West Africa. You will laugh when a "simple"
outhouse building project turns into a comedy of errors. You will
cry when a pregnant, retarded and epileptic girl arrives at the
hospital and gives birth to "Grace." But most of all, you will come
to understand that there is a love that reaches beyond the possible to
embrace the sick and the hopeless and the unlovely--God's love
generously displayed by God's servants.
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Medical Missions
David Robinson
Alternative Medicine
Presents stories of persecuted Christians whose faith in Christ was
not diminished by adverse circumstances, and the lessons that the
author took from those stories and applied to his own beliefs about
the sufficiency of God.

A Dream So Big
This work is a sampling of the Hippocratic Corpus, a collection of
ancient Greek medical works. At the beginning, and interspersed
throughout, there are discussions on the philosophy of being a
physician. There is a large section about how to treat limb fractures,
and the section called The Nature of Man describes the
physiological theories of the time. The book ends with a discussion
of embryology and a brief anatomical description of the heart.

On Call
The true story of one doctor's fascinating journey, a patient's
courageous struggle, and the faith they both shared. Sometimes
without warning, a person walks into your world and changes
everything - your career, your future, your life. For Dr. Melvin
Cheatham, that person was Stanley Cheborge. AndCome Walk
With Me is the story of their rare and moving friendship. This
triumphant account of how incurable suffering united two very
different people shows how a patient taught his doctor some of life's
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most deep and powerful lessons. The road that Dr. Cheatham and
Stanley walked covers dissapointment, hope, sorrow, and faith.
Come, step along the path and you will see how far a friendship can
lead.

When Your Doctor Has Bad News
In this best-selling cookbook, TV's nutrition expert Dale Pinnock
presents his unique and inspiring approach to healthy cooking. With
80 simple, tasty recipes, Dale shows how easy it can be to use food
to benefit your health and complement conventional treatment.
Alongside the recipes there is a glossary of key ingredients and the
nutritional benefits they can bring, as well as advice on how food
can make a real difference to more than thirty ailments and nine key
bodily systems. Dale's delicious dishes, such as his date and walnut
Energy Bombs and Pineapple Zing Smoothie, really can help give a
boost to all of your body's systems and improve energy levels. Try
the filling Tuna Steaks with Sweet Potato Wedges and Spring
Greens packed full of Omega 3 which reduces inflammation caused
by arthritis and even helps alleviate depression. From the The
Famous Flu Fighter soup to Greek Pitta Pizza, and even decadent
desserts such as Cheating Chocolate-Orange Delight, every recipe is
easy to shop for and quick to prepare. With simple symbols to
indicate which conditions each recipe can help, eating your way to
good health has never been easier or more delicious.

Current Therapy in Vascular and Endovascular
Surgery E-Book
Dodie Osteen, mother of Joel Osteen, gives readers a personal
account of her extraordinary life and shares what she has learned
about love, faith, and family. As the wife of forty-four years to the
late Pastor John Osteen, founder of Lakewood Church, Dodie
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Osteen stood as a wife, mother, and first lady of the church, even
when life felt anything but steady. Today, she continues to stand by
her son, Pastor Joel Osteen, and the rest of their family as they lead
Lakewood. In this revealing memoir, Dodie shares that her path,
though glorious, has not always been easy. She shows an intimate
look at such life-altering experiences as contracting polio as a child,
raising 5 children, battling cancer, and losing her husband, all with
the beautiful heart and sense of humor she displays to thousands at
Lakewood and nationwide at Night of Hope events. While
recounting her journey, Dodie offers readers meaningful life lessons
applicable to their own lives.
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